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The Sierra Nevada de Merida
Lindsay Griffin
Plates 7-9

To attempt a new route on a 5000m South American peak in a 13-day round
trip from Britain requires all the elements of easy access, predictable weather (if
such a thing exists), a considerable amount of luck, and some fairly strong
analgesics to combat the thumping headaches resulting from inadequate accli
matization. The Sierra Nevada de Merida in Venezuela possesses the first two
properties, and an adequate supply of 500mg parahypon the last.

With a little information we arrived in Caracas early one Sunday morning.
For some inexplicable reason we gained priority over a waiting list of 50 people,
and in just over an hour we were airborne again on a ridiculously cheap internal
flight. The experienced air traveller in Latin America visits the loo immediately
after take off, knowing full well that if the plane is hijacked there won't be
another chance for several days. This achieved, it was possible to settle back
and observe, all too briefly, the barren infertile plains of Central Venezuela
before the plane made a rather exciting landing at the Andean town of Merida.

Surrounded by a jungle of coffee and banana plantations, a small elongated
collection of reasonably modern buildings lies on a flat terrace perched between
two river beds. On the banks, small shanty structures reveal the poverty still
fairly widespread in this country of increasing petro-dollars. There is little to
see of the old colonial architecture; in fact there is little to attract even the
Venezuelan tourist to this reputedly chilly town-little, that is, except the
tele/erica.

In four consecutive stages the world's longest and highest cable railway
reaches the 4750m summit of Pico Espejo. Bottled oxygen plus a doctor must
always be present at the top station when the lift is operational, and during peak
holiday periods 400 or more make the return journey to gaze at the glaciers and
rock walls of the country's highest mountains-snow being a rather unusual
commodity in Venezuela.

Simon Bolivar, 'The Liberator', who fought so strongly against the Spanish
and finally achieved independence for various South American countries is
commemorated in many ways. Over the length and breadth of the continent he
is probably more statued in various poses than any other historical personage. A
country, a currency and the highest mountains in two separate countries bear
his name.

Pico Bolivar at 5002m is the point of highest uplift in the Venezuelan
Andes- the north-eastern tail end of the mighty chain. Our approach, at least,
would be considerably easier than that of Franz Weiss, a German doctor who
made the first ascent from the south in 1936 following a route that now bears his
name. Research had shown the WNW rib to be a fine line that had not been
climbed in its entirety. A garishly painted papier mache model of the Pico,
contained in a glass cabinet, implied that we ought to disembark at Lomo
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Redonda, the penultimate station, and so reach the lakes of the Pico Espejo
Valley. We staggered aboard armed with a huge bag of bananas and arepos. The
latter-hot maize rolls stuffed with a selection of exotic fillings from turkey egg
and mango cocktail to half a chicken-are a national delicacy and, like most
tasty Venezuelan food, cost next to nothing.

Our recently constructed cabin bearing in one corner the welcoming state
ment 'Made in France' rose above the complete spectrum of Andean growth.
Jan identified the lush tropical vegetation at lower levels, but was baffled by the
dense patterned cloud forest and 'typical jungle' terrain at mid-height. Above
the second station lay Paramo; dry grassy moorland only suitable for high
altitude ruminants such as cow or llama. Finally the 'Pico', a Kenya-like
mountain with small sparkling glaciated faces and long rocky ridges radiating
from its summit.

From Lomo Redonda at 4045m, a beautifully constructed trail leads upwards
to the Alto de la Cruz, the lowest and most obvious breach in the long ridge
between the Humbolt-Bolivar chain and the jagged granite crest owned by
'The Lion' and 'The Bull'. Once this high pass is attained the path snakes
gradually down towards the Orinoco Basin, passing through Los Nevados, the
highest village in Venezuela. The construction of the teleferico has meant that
produce from and supplies to the village are most easily transported by a
combination of traditional mule power and modern technology.

The most popular excursion for the few people who leave the confines of the
telejerico involves a five to six hour trek to this village, followed by a circuitous
route out to the Merida Valley. CA far more rewarding experience, I would
suggest to the better acclimatized, involves taking the traverse path from Espejo
to the Concha-Bonpland Col, descending to Lago Verde and following the track
out to the highway. Several refugios offer spartan accommodation on this
route.) With this more lucrative proposition in mind a large number of mules,
together with their associated arrieros, sprawl across the initial stretch of the
trail, inviting one to 'take to the saddle'. Our unethical minds quickly pounced
upon this hitherto unforeseen opportunity. Could we reach a suitable site for
base at over 4000m and l6km from Merida without actually setting foot on the
ground? Unfortunately the grave nod of the head and subsequent gesticulations
from several arrieros implied that whereas we might be stupid enough to try, the
mules definitely were not!

The upper ,.alley of the Pico Espejo marks the altitude limit for equatorial
growth. A 3600 scan gives one the impression of wild remoteness; a rocky
cirque, glaciated faces and to the north a wide vista of the Sierra Del Norte
above a classical cloud inversion. On the ground no trace of the human being
exists, yet surreally above our heads up to 120 people an hour drift noiselessly
to the summit station. We erect our small bright red tent beneath the branches
of a solitary tree-in terms of camouflage we have a problem! However, with
her characteristic green-fingered touch Jan busies herself transplanting several
giant espletia and various exotic shrubs. Feeling relatively safe from prying eyes
we retire for the night, only to fmd the afternoon's exertion and fast rise to
altitude had taken a toll that even the magic parahypon couldn't quite subdue.
The use of the foil liner from a 'Quosh' box as a waterbottle proved the last
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straw, the sickly orange taste causing Jan to throw up all over the giant espletia.
It was lunchtime the following day before we indulged in our first real meal,

after which I made a short reconnaissance on to the lower section of the rib.
Afternoon mist quickly obscured any further view. Normal service was
resumed after the second night and, burying our tent with remaining valuables
as a safety precaution, we left with three days' food, shortly after noon.

The lower rocky section, to a fit unladen individual, would give pleasant
scrambling with a few graded pitches. The rock wasn't bad, but then again it
wasn't good, though most parts appeared to be well held in place by a very furry
lichen. The last rocky eminence was avoided by traversing sloping granite
ledges to the west. Just prior to the first snow couloir and impending dusk an
airy pedestal with a small rivulet of melt water on one flank gave salvation and,
after a small consultation, in which we decided that the only way we could slide
to our doom was in opposite directions, we tied ourselves together for the night.

Now I know that from such a vantage point, and especially from those of an
equatorial region, sunsets are always staggeringly beautiful, but that evening
the Toro-Leon crest, silhouetted against a 'staggeringly beautiful' amber fire,
gave one of the most memorable sights. We spent much of the night convincing
each other that the twinkling orb to the west really did belong to the elusive
Halley.

Cold dawn and a steep couloir. The ridge: a series of crisp snowy steps, a
rocky buttress and the narrow upper section. Snow and ice conditions as perfect
as one could imagine. The climbing-dare I say it-almost delightful. An
unavoidable icy gully through the buttress gives the hardest pitch, though
barely Scottish Grade 3. A pointed gendarme-the Pico Vertigo-barred final
access to the upper section of the SW ridge. The first ascent, from the south in
1962, had been achieved by that eminent Hirnalayan mountaineer, George
Band, who, together with Sir Douglas Busk and friends, temporary residents
involved either with the Diplomatic Service or the oil companies, had in the
early 1960s made several new routes in the massif. Difficult climbing involving
some aid on rotten rock led to a shoulder some 40m or so below the top. Steep
loose granite guarded the way to a fme knife edge, but it was not to be. I wasted
an hour before deciding that EBs, Friends and a longer neck were, for me at
least, a necessity. A diagonal abseil took us on to a small glacier shelf where we
settled in for another staggeringly beautiful sunset, a temperature of -11°C and
a liberal dose of parahypon.

Ironically, the two pitches on to the SW ridge next day, though easier, were
probably more dangerous and it was with relief that we traversed the sharp
summit ridge on commendable solidity to reach Weiss's chimney. Above, on
the tiniest of plinths, the huge bronze bust of Simon B. looked down with
disdain. A strong cold south-easterly, often prevalent through these long spells
of fine weather, made our summit stay a short one, and we were soon
descending the Ruta Weiss in an attempt to reach ·the shrunken Timoncito
Glacier before dark. Weiss followed a diagonal snowy couloir slashing steeply
across the S face; down-climbing however proved quite easy, the formation of
neve penitente providing innumerable small steps. We were ambling down the
glacier before the equatorial gloaming had really made its presence felt. As it
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was the Christmas weekend, a number of lights winked from beneath giant
boulders as we traversed the moraine. There was little choice in the dark, the
only flat spot near the river was already occupied: but we squeezed ourselves in.

A long lie-in with breakfast in bed was fully appreciated. On this side of the
mountain a number of people were on the move, and together with two other
'mad dogs' the midday sun found us ascending the imposing southern fortress
of Espejo by a concealed yet surprisingly easy path. As we broached the crest,
and found several notice boards forbidding passengers to venture beyond, an
amazing sight met our eyes. 'Look, it's Blackpool', Jan gasped. The snow-clad
arena, about 400 square metres encircling the summit station, was seething
with life. Fat ones, thin ones, grannies, carry-cots, courting couples, kids
throwing snow balls, cats, dogs, monkeys, transistor radios-everything
imaginable. 'If we can't beat 'em, let's join 'em' said Jan with a grin, and we
settled for two Coca-Colas while waiting for our transport home.

I found it doubly ,atisfying that our only rest day coincided with increasing
cloud cover, culminating in a fall of snow which lay several centimetres thick by
the following morning. With only two available climbing days left, choice was
limited. The windy weather and tomorrow's public holiday would ensure the
cableway remained inoperable. When the midday sun appeared from behind a
receding bank of cloud, rapidly melting the fresh snow, we packed up and went
out to Lomo Redonda, where a salubrious workman's hut gave a comfortable
night.

Jan had not quite recovered and, anticipating a lengthy day, elected to
celebrate a rather quiet New Year's Day curled up with the station's least
bothered guard dog-his mate had bolted on our arrival! I set off, conscious of
the limited time available, to attempt the crossing from Toro to Leon. Eight
hours later I was descending southwards from the summit of the latter, having
completed an absolutely classic ridge traverse. To my amazement the crest was
sharp and often airy giving 7km of exposed scrambling on the best granite
imaginable, where hands were rarely dispensable. The flanks appeared to offer
considerable scope for a multitude of short but difficult new routes. A minor
summit of Leon housed the statutory bust of General Somebody-or-Other who
seemed to bear a remarkable resemblance to Simon B. A vague traverse path
some SOOm lower crossed rugged undulating country towards the Alto de la
Cruz which I stumbled upon shortly after nightfall. Jan had arranged our
boudoir atop a convenient wooden table, and I chuckled as she suggested tying
ourselves together again for the night.

As a trip reaches its conclusion, the climbing finished, objectives achieved,
body and soul still in one piece, there is often a slight, if sometimes subcon
scious, sigh of relief-with any danger past one can enjoy the homeward
journey. I must confess to allowing these thoughts to filter dreamily through
my mind as I drifted quickly into a deep yet contented sleep.

At approximately 4am I awoke with the uneasy feeling that things were not
quite as they should be. Several microseconds later I smashed into the concrete
floor badly cutting lips and nose, chipping two teeth and severely bruising
knees and toes. Hobbling rather self-consciously into the early morning cable
car, sun hat pulled well down in an attempt to hide the injuries, I made a mental
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note to be well tied in on all future bivouacs. With stomachs straining at the
leash, a whole day of indolent gorging awaited us, albeit somewhat painfully in
my case as we penetrated the intense heat of the Meridan streets.

Shortly after dawn on the following day, ostensibly for our benefit but also, I
rather suspect, to impress his aviating ability on the audience, our captain
banked the Caracas bound 727 steeply towards the Pico. A double circuit of the
massif at spectacularly close quarters left me analysing the problems for the
next visit. That unclimbed line on Bolivar- the tip of the couloir just shimmer
ing in the morning sun; or the complex ice-falls on Bonpland; most enticing of
all the mega-traverse from Humbolt to Leon along the main crest-a three or
four-day project where preliminary food dumps would facilitate lightweight
travel. Reality, I reflected sadly, would be different. There are, after all, too
many unvisited gems hidden in the corners of our planet, and I suspect Merida,
like many of the others, will unfortunately become a highly memorable yet one
off adventure.

Venezuela: Fact Sheet
Although Venezuela is considered one of the most expensive countries in South
America, internal transport and food appear to be as cheap as in any other.
There are, however, no inexpensive hotels, and even the lowest grade is of a
comparatively high standard. This is a relatively safe country, except for the big
cities of Caracas and Maracaibo. The general populace appear very honest, yet
not over-friendly. However, tourists are few and foreigners seem to be well
received wherever they go. Small-denomination American Express dollar
travellers' cheques are the best way to carry money. They can be cashed
without commission, and it is difficult to exchange other currencies.

Transport
Cheapest direct flights to Caracas with a two-piece baggage allowance can be
obtained through VIASA (Venezuelan International Airlines) at just over £400
return. Direct internal flights to Merida cost about £18 and take 50 minutes.
Buses cost around £4, take eight to ten hours and have a reputation for being
often overbooked and unreliable.

Accommodation
There are many medium-grade hotels on the parallel streets running north from
the vicinity of the teleferico to the Plaza Bolivar. The Hotel Luxemburgo in
Calle 24 is recommended; here a double room with personal toilet and shower
cost £5 a night. The Tourist Office lies at the north-east extremity of the town
close to the university, is very helpful and is the only place where English is
spoken.

Food
Most basics are available in small westernized supermarkets but, as in Latin
America generally, dehydrated foods, powdered milk, palatable sweets and
chocolate, etc. are best brought from Britain.

Climate
The dry season occurs between December and March. The weather during this
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time is generally good, though mist may obscure the mountains from as early as
lO-llam until dusk. Extended periods of bad weather are rare. Summer alpine
equipment is adequate, though the colder night-time temperatures will require
more substantial bivouac gear.

Teleferico
Tickets are limited, cost around £4 to Pico Espejo and are only checked on the
ascent. The cabins are operational Tuesday to Sunday, but not on public
holidays, and from 8am till noon. Consequently they can often be fully booked
days in advance during holiday periods. However, provided that one is not
returning on the same day, it is possible to utilize the empty cabins going up in
the afternoon. It is obligatory to register if one leaves the confines of the
telejerico stations. This can be done in the office on the day, and no charge is
made. Contrary to general opinion, no other permits are needed. Several useful
articles including references appear in AJ52, 67 and 69.
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